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1. INTRODUCTION



















where :(x, t), ;(x, t), m(x, t), n(x, t), and ,(x, t) denote the electron density,
the positively charged hole density, the electron and the hole current
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densities, and the electrostatic potential, respectively. The pressure
















The current relaxation time { is a positive constant, and we assume that
0<{{0 . (1.8)
The device domain is the x-interval I#(0, 1). The doping profile D=D(x)
is assumed to be such that
D(x) # L(0, 1). (1.9)
The system (1.1)(1.5) is supplemented by the following initial-boundary
value conditions,
(:, m, ;, n)| t=0=(:0(x), m0(x), ;0(x), n0(x)), 0<x<1, (1.10)
(m, n)|x=0=(0, 0), (m, n)|x=1=(0, 0), t0, (1.11)
,|x=0=,0(t), ,| x=1=,0(t), t0, (1.12)
where ,0 is a given function. Both :0(x) and ;0(x) are nonnegative. In this
paper we only consider these special cases of the boundary conditions for
a consideration of mathematics.
As in [51], the solution of the Poisson equation (1.5) and the boundary




G(x, !)(:(!, t)&;(!, t)&D(!)) d!+,0 , (1.13)









Gx(x, !)(:(!, t)&;(!, t)&D(!)) d!. (1.15)
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Definition 1.1. For every T>0, we define a weak solution of (1.16)(1.19)




























































{+  dx dt+|t=0 n0  dx=0,
(1.23)
for all  # C(I T) satisfying (x, T)=0 for 0x1 and (0, t)=(1, t)
=0 for t0, where IT=[0, 1]_(0, T ), m2:, and n2; vanishes, if :=0,
and ;=0, respectively.
Definition 1.2. An entropy flux pair (’, q) for the homogeneous system
corresponding to (1.16)(1.19) is defined by
{q={’ } {f, (1.24)
where { denotes gradient with respect to the state variable v=(:, m, ;, n)T,
and f (v)=(m, m2: + p(:), n,
n2
; +q(;))
T. Let ’~ (:, m: , ;,
n
;)#’ (:, m, ;, n). If
’~ (0, u, 0, v)=0, then ’~ is called a weak entropy.
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Definition 1.3 We say the weak solution (:(x, t), m(x, t), ;(x, t), n(x, t))
of (1.16)(1.19) satisfies the entropy condition if for all weak and convex
entropy (’, q) of (1.16)(1.19) and for all nonnegative smooth functions 
























{+&  dx dt0.
(1.25)
The hydrodynamic model in the unipolar case has been investigated by
many authors in the literature [57, 15, 26, 32, 34, 35, 41, 44, 5153]. In
Degond and Markowich [6] the existence of the steady-state solution was
obtained in the subsonic case. In Gamba [17] the steady state solutions in
the one-dimensional transonic case were discussed. In the dynamic case,
Zhang [51] and MarcatiNatalini [34] investigated the global existence of
weak solutions of the initial-boundary value problem and the Cauchy
problem for the adiabatic gas constant 1<# 53 respectively. Marcati and
Natalini [35] studied the zero relaxation limit of the hydrodynamic model
towards the drift-diffusion model for the Cauchy problem under the
assumption of uniform L estimates. Hsiao and Zhang [20] discussed this
relaxation limit question for the initial-boundary value problem and verified
that the weak solution satisfies the boundary condition in the sense of traces.
For the other values of #, Zhang [52] investigated the global weak solution
of the Cauchy problem for #>2. Qiu and Zhang [45] considered the same
problem to the initial-boundary value problem for #> 53 . On the other
hand, seems that few mathematical results can be found in the bipolar case.
Natalini [40] first considered the global existence and zero relaxation limit
of weak solutions to the Cauchy problem in the case 1<#: , #; 53 under
the assumption of uniform L estimates. Hsiao and Zhang [21] estab-
lished similar results for the initial-boundary value problem in the case
1<#: , #; 53 without the assumption of uniform L
 estimates. Fang and
Ito [16] study a global weak solution of the bipolar hydrodynamic model
with nonhomogeneous terms through the viscosity method via the compen-
sated compactness and develop a more general version of the theory of
invariant regions by which the uniform L bounds of the viscosity solution
were established. In this article we mainly solve the initial-boundary value
problem of the bipolar hydrodynamic model with homogeneous terms for
#: , #;> 53 through Godunov scheme. Similar to Hsiao and Zhang [21], we
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prove that the weak solutions satisfy the boundary conditions after intro-
ducing the concept of the trace of weak solutions. This shows that the
boundary condition is natural for weak solutions under consideration.
Then we give the relaxation limit results for the global weak solutions via
the compensated compactness method. It seems that the difference scheme
is more convenient than the viscosity method when the boundary trace of
weak solutions is considered. In addition, our existence results should be
valid in the nonhomogeneous case with the same method. Our zero-relaxa-
tion limit results can be thought of as the generalized versions of Marcati
and Natalini [35] to some extent. It should be pointed that it does not
need the assumption of of uniform L estimates in our work rather
than [35].
For the knowledge of the semiconductor device modelling and its
mathematical analysis, we refer to Markowich et al. [37], Blotekjaer [3],
Degond and Markowich [6], BenAbdallah and Degond [1], BenAbdallah
et al. [2], Degond and Schmeiser [8], Degond and Zhang [9], Poupaud
[42, 43], Golse and Poupaud [18], etc.
To establish the global existence of weak solutions for system of conser-
vation laws, DiPerna [13, 14] and Chen [4] made a detailed analysis and
established some framework theorems by using the theory of compensated
compactness. DiPerna [13] obtained a compactness framework for the
viscosity method applied to the isentropic system of gas dynamics for the
adiabatic gas constant #=1+ 22n+1 (integers n2). Chen [4] generalized
this compactness framework in the case 1<# 53 . Lions et al. [30, 31]
extended successfully this compactness framework to the general case #>1
through incorporating the theory of kinetic formulation of hyperbolic
conservation laws with the compensated compactness. The crucial idea of
all the results mentioned above is to show that a family of Young measures
corresponding to uniformly bounded approximate solutions reduces to a
family of Dirac measures. One can reach this aim by showing that a family
of entropy dissipation measures lies in a compact subset of the Sobolev
space H &1loc for every weak entropy pair.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we give the definition
of approximate solutions derived by the modified Godunov scheme and
then establish the uniform boundedness of approximate solutions with
respect to the current relaxation time. In Section 3, we investigate the H &1loc
compactness of the sequence of entropy dissipation measures and give the
compactness theorems. In Section 4, the global existence of weak solutions
is proved and the boundary conditions in the sense of traces are also discussed.
Finally, in Section 5, we prove our zero relaxation limit results, namely, a
sequence of scaled solutions of the bipolar hydrodynamic model converges
to a solution of the simplified bipolar drift-diffusion model as the current
relaxation time goes to zero.
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2. UNIFORM BOUNDEDNESS OF APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS
Let us first make some preparations for our next discussion. For more
details related to these topics, we refer to the papers [4, 1012, 27, 28, 41, 47].












For a smooth solution, (2.1)(2.4) can be rewritten
vt+{f (v) vx=0,
where v=(:, m, ;, n)T, f (v)=(m, m2:+ p(:), n, n2;+q(;))T, and
{f (v)=\



























































where %:=(#:&1)2 and %;=(#;&1)2.
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For the Riemann problem
(2.1)(2.4), t>0, x # R,
{(:, m, ;, n)| t=0={(:l , ml , ;l , nl),(:r , mr , ;r , nr), x<0,x>0, (2.8)
where :l , :r , ml , mr , ;l , ;r , nl , and nr are constants satisfying 0:l , :r ,
;l , ;r , |ml :l |, |mr :r |, |nl ;l |, |nr;r |<, there are two distinct types
of rarefaction waves and shock waves, called elementary waves, which are
labeled 1-rarefaction or 2-rarefaction waves and 1-shock or 2-shock waves,
repectively.
Lemma 2.1. There exists a global weak solution of (2.8) which is piece-
wise-smooth function satisfying
w(x, t)#(w:(:(x, t), m(x, t)), w;(;(x, t), n(x, t)))
(max[w:(:l , ml), w:(:r , mr)], max[w;(;l , nl), w;(;r , nr)]),
z(x, t)#(z:(:(x, t), m(x, t)), z;(;(x, t), n(x, t))) (2.9)
(min[z:(:l , ml), z:(:r , mr)], min[z;(;l , nl), z;(;r , nr)]),
w(x, t)&z(x, t)(0, 0).




















n dx+ # 4.
(2.10)
Lemma 2.3. For the mixed problem
(2.1)(2.4), t>0, x>0,
{(:, m, ;, n)| t=0=(:0 , m0 , ;0 , n0), x>0, (2.11)(m, n)|x=0=(m1 , n1), t0,
where (:0 , m0 , ;0 , n0) and (m1 , n1) are constant vectors, there exists a weak
solution in the region [(x, t): x0, t0] satisfying the estimates
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w(x, t)\max {w:(:0 , m0), 2m1:1 &z:(:0 , m0)= ,
max {w;(;0 , n0), 2n1;1 &z;(;0 , n0)=+ ,
z(x, t)(z:(:0 , m0), z;(;0 , n0)),
w(x, t)&z(x, t)(0, 0).
Similarly, we can solve the following mixed problem in the region
[(x, t): x1, t0]
(2.1)(2.4), t>0, x<1,
{(:, m, ;, n)| t=0=(:0 , m0 , ;0 , n0), x<1, (2.12)(m, n)|x=1=(m2 , n2), t0.
The weak solution for (2.12) satisfies the estimates
z(x, t)\min {z:(:0 , m0), 2m2:2 &w:(:0 , m0)= ,
min {z;(;0 , n0), 2n2;2 &w;(;0 , n0)=+ ,
w(x, t)(w:(:0 , m0), w;(;0 , n0)),
w(x, t)&z(x, t)(0, 0).
Lemma 2.4 Suppose that (:(x, t), m(x, t), ;(x, t), n(x, t)) is a solution of
(2.8), or (2.11). Then, the jump strength of m(x, t) and n(x, t) across an
elementary wave can be dominated by that of :(x, t) and ;(x, t) across the
same elementary wave, i.e., the folloing inequalities (2.13) and (2.14) hold
across a shock wave and across a rarefaction wave, respectively,
{ |mr&ml |C |:r&:l | ,|nr&nl |C |;r&;l |, (2.13)
{ |m&ml |C |:&:l |C |:r&:l |,|n&nl |C |;&;l |C |;r&;l |, (2.14)
where C depends only on the bounds of :, ;, |m|, and |n|.
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Lemma 2.5. For any =>0, there exist constants h>0 and k>0 such that









|;(x, t)&;(x, 0)| dxCh=, 0tk, (2.16)
where C depends only on the bounds of :, ;, |m|, and |n|, and the mesh
lengths h and k satisfy max sup |*:\(:, m), *;\(;, n)|<
h
2k .
Now we introduce the definition of approximate solutions of (1.16)(1.19).
Let us take the space mesh length h= 1N , where N is a positive integer. The






holds for a given T>0, where *\(v)=(*:\(:, m), *;\(;, n)).
We partition the interval [0, 1] into cells, with the j th cell centered at























n0(x) dx, j=1, ..., N.








h , n h
)T of the Riemann































x>xj , j=1, ..., N&1.















N), (m2 , n2)=(0, 0),
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in regions R10 #[(x, t): 0x<x12 , 0t<k] and R
1
N #[(x, t): xN&12
x<1, 0t<k], respectively. Then we set, for 0x1, 0t<k,







































vh(x, t1&0) dx, j=1, ..., N. (2.19)
Next we will define approximate solutions vh for tit<ti+1 through
using approximate solutions defined in 0t<ti . Suppose that we have








h(x, t), n h
(x, t)) are piecewise-smooth functions defined as solu-











x>x j , j=1, ..., N&1,
(2.20)
and as solutions of mixed problems in the two regions R i+10 =[(x, t):
0x<x12 , tit<ti+1] and R i+1N =[(x, t): xN&12x<1, tit<ti+1]:
(2.1)(2.4), x>0, t>ti ,
{v h | t=ti=v i1 , x>0, (2.21)(m

h , n h
)|x=0=(0, 0),
and
(2.1)(2.4), x<1, t>ti ,
{v h | t=ti=v iN , x<1, (2.22)(m

h , n h
)|x=1=(0, 0),






vh(x, t i&0) dx, 1 jN. (2.23)
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Thus we are able to define approximate solutions for 0x1, tit<ti+1
as





































h0 imply approximate solutions vh=(:h , mh ,
;h , nh) to be well defined in the region [0x1, 0tT] for any T>0
as we always assume :0(x) and ;0(x) to be nonnegative measurable func-
tions in the whole paper.
It is convenient in our arguments later for us to introduce the following
notations: vh(x, t)#(v:h(x, t), v
;










































































































h(!, s)&D(!)) d! ds, (2.28)








h , and z
;




We conclude this section with proving the uniform boundedness of
approximate solutions of (1.16)(1.19).
Lemma 2.6. Let vh=(: h
, mh , ;





















where 0iN0&1 and the positive integer N0 is defined later.
The proof of Lemma 2.6 is the same as that of [51].
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the initial data (:0(x), m0(x), ;0(x), n0(x))
and the given function D(x) satisfy the conditions
0:0(x), ;0(x)M1 , :0(x), ;0(x)0,
(2.31)
|m0(x)|M2:0(x), |n0(x)|M2 ;0(x), |D(x)|M3 .
Then, the approximate solutions (:h , mh , ;h , nh) derived by the modified
Godunov scheme are uniformly bounded in the region I T #[(x, t): 0x1,
0tT] for any T>0; i.e., there is a constant C(T)>0 independent of k,
h, and { such that
0:h(x, t), ;h(x, t)C, |mh(x, t)|C:h(x, t), |nh(x, t)|C;h(x, t).
(2.32)
The proof of Theorem 2.1 can be found in [21].
Finally, we can determine the time mesh length k=k(h). Let
*=max[ sup
0:, ;C, |m|C:, |n|C;





, N0=_4*Th &+1. (2.33)
For this k, the CFL condition holds.
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3. COMPACTNESS OF ENTROPY DISSIPATION MEASURES
In this section we prove the H &1loc compactness of entropy dissipation
measures ’(vh)t+q(vh)x associated with weak entropy pair (’, q) and
approximate solutions of the modified Godunov scheme.
Lemma 3.1. Let vh be the approximate solutions defined in Section 2 and
5







|vh(x, ti&0)&v ij |
2 dxC. (3.1)
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is similar to that of [21].
We now state the following three Lemmas whose proofs can be found
in [10, 13].
Lemma 3.2 [13]. Assume that 0:, ;C, |m|C:, and |n|C;.
Then, there is a constant C>0 such that
|{’|C, |{q|C, (3.2)
|vT {2’v|CvT {2’*v, (3.3)
for every weak entropy pair (’, q).
Lemma 3.3 [10]. For every weak entropy pair (’, q), there is a constant
C>0 such that
|_[’]&[q]|C[_[’*]&[q*]]. (3.4)
Lemma 3.4 [10]. Let 0/Rl be a bounded open set. Then, (compact set
of W&1, p(0)) & (bounded set of W&1, r(0))/(compact set of H &1loc (0)) for
some constants p and r satisfying 1<p2<r<.







[ f ]= f (v
 h
(x(t)+0, t)& f (v
 h
(x(t)&0, t)),
for all continuous function f =f (v) and any shock curve x=x(t) of the
state variable vh.
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Lemma 3.5. Let vh=(:h , mh , ;h , nh) be approximate solutions defined in
Section 2. and #: , #;>2. Let uh=mh :h and Uh=nh ;h . Then, under the
assumptions of Theorem 2.1, there exists a positive constant C independent






[: i h(ui h&u ij)
2+|:i h&: ij |
#:+;i h(U i h&U ij )
2+|;i h&; ij |
#; ] dxC,
(3.5)



















j), and 1 jN, 0iN0&1, T=Nok>0.
Proof. For simplicity, we drop the subindex h of approximate solutions
vh and the Riemann solutions v h
in following arguments. For any smooth
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)] ,x] dx dt,






h , n h
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Hence, follows from Theorem 2.1 that
L+7|L+7||I |+|M|+|R|constant.
According to the construction of approximate solutions, the entropy
condition holds along the shock waves, which yields that _[’*]&[q*]
0; namely 0 for all ,0.





















 )&’*(vi )] dx.
It is easy to get that
































































h(!, s)&D(!)) d! ds),

























































2 d: dxC, (3.7)





: _[’*]&[q*] dtC. (3.8)




























































































;i (U i &U ij)
2
2
+;i U i U ij&

























































































and for : ij<:
i




























































2#;&2 |;i +; ij |
#;&2
#;(#;&1) & dx,
from this and (3.9), we obtain (3.5). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.5.
K
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Lemma 3.6. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.5, there exists a con-






(:i |ui &uij |+;
i














|; i &; ij | dxCh
(1#;)&1. (3.14)
The proof of Lemma 3.6 can be thought of as a consequence of Lemma 3.5.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied
and #: , #;> 53 . Then, ’(vh)t+q(vh)x is compact in H
&1
loc (0), for every weak
entropy pair (’, q) and every open subset 0/I T .























(x, T)) (x, T )&’(v















)) x ] dx dt. (3.20)
We decompose A() into two parts,
A()=:
i, j
 ij | (’(vi )&’(v ij )) dx+:
i, j
| (’(vi )&’(v ij ))(i&ij ) dx
#A1()+A2(), (3.21)
where  ij=(xj , ti ) and 
i=(x, ti ).
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For A1(), as done in [21], we have
|A1()|= 12 }:i, j 
i
j | (vi &v ij )T {2’(! ij )(vi &v ij ) dx }
C && :
i, j
| (vi &v ij )T {2’*(! ij)(v i &v ij ) dx
C && . (3.22)
For A2(), in the case 53<#: , #;2, using Ho lder’s inequality, (3.1), and
(3.2), we have




\:i, j | (’(v
i
 )&’(v ij ))
2 dx+
12
hl&12 &&C l0 \:i, j | |x&xj | dx+
12
\:i, j | |{’(v
i
 &v ij )|
2 dx+
12
Chl&12 &{’& &&C l0 \:i, j | (v
i
 &v ij )
2 dx+
12
Chl&12 &&Cl0 , (3.23)






|i &ij | |’(v
i






|’(v i )&’(v ij )| dx


















 ;i | ) dx
C(hl*+(1#: )&1+h l*+(1#; )&1) &&C 0l* , (3.24)
where  # C l*0 and max[1&1#: , 1&1#;]<l*<1.





 &vi )  i | dx
:
i, j
| |{’(! ij) V(v
i
 ) i| dx













h) C${(1&e&k{)) && :
i, j
hk






























h(!, s)&D(!)) d! ds+
T
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(x, 0)| ) dx
C && . (3.26)









C && . (3.27)

















( |t |+|x | ) dx dt





























h(!, s)&D(!)) d! ds+
T
, t it<ti+1 .
Since C 0 (0) is dense in H
1
0(0), follows that
&S&H &1loc (0)Ch  0, as h  0.
Thus S is compact in H &1loc (0).
Using the above estimates, we can apply Lemma 3.4 to get the compact-
ness in H &1loc (0). First, by (3.12) and (3.25)(3.27), we have
&A1+R+B+7&(C0)*C.
By the embedding theorem, (C0(0))*/W&1, p0 compact, for 1<p0<2,
we obtain
A1+R+B+7
is compact in W&1, p0 (0).
By the Sobolev theorem, W 1, p10 (0)/C
l
0(0), for 0<l<1&2p1 , and the
estimate (3.23)(3.24), we have





It follows from duality that
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Then, A2 is compact in W&1, p2 (0). Thus, we obtain
A+R+B+7=A1+A2+R+B+7
is compact in W&1, p(0), where 1<p<min( p0 , p2).
Second, from the uniform bound of v, we have the fact
’(v)t+q(v)x&S
is bounded in W&1, (0).
Since 0 is bounded, the above statement implies that
’(v)t+q(v)x&S
is bounded in W&1, r(0), r>1.
That is,
A+R+B+7
is bounded in W &1, r(0), r>1.
So it follows from Lemma 3.4 that
A+R+B+7
is compact in H &1loc (0).
This means,
’(v)t+q(v)x&S
is compact in H &1loc (0).
By the arguments above, we have our desired result. This completes the
proof of Theorem 3.1. K
Incorporating Theorem 2.1 with Theorem 3.1, we have the following
framework theorem of the approximate solutions vh defined in Section 2.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that the initial data (:0(x), m0(x), ;0(x), n0(x)),
#: , #;> 53 and given functions D(x) satisfy the conditions




Then, the approximate solutions vh satisfy the following estimates and
compactness:
(1) There is a constant C(T )>0 such that
0:h(x, t), ;h(x, t)C,
|mh(x, t)|C:h(x, t),
|nh(x, t)|C;h(x, t), (x, t) # I T .
(2) For every domain 0/IT and every weak entropy pair (’, q), the
sequence of enrtopy dissipation measures
’(vh)t+q(vh)x
is compact in H &1loc (0).
Following [4, 10, 11, 30, 31] we have the compactness framework
theorem needed in the paper:
Theorem 3.3. Assume that approximate solutions vh(x, t)=(:h(x, t),
mh(x, t), ;h(x, t), nh(x, t)) satisfy the following framework:
(1) Let
0:h , ;hC,
|mh |C:h , |nh |C;h , a.e.
for a positive constant C.
(2) The sequence of entropy dissipation measures
’(vh)t+q(vh)x
is compact in H &1loc (0) for every weak entropy pair (’, q) and every open
bounded set 0/R2+ .
Then, for #: , #;> 53 , there exists a convergent subsequence, still labeled vh ,
such that
(:h(x, t), mh(x, t), ;h(x, t), nh(x, t))  (:(x, t), m(x, t), ;(x, t), n(x, t)).
4. THE GLOBAL EXISTENCE AND BOUNDARY CONDITION OF
WEAK SOLUTIONS
In this section, we will prove the convergence of a sequence of the
approximate solutions vh derived by the modified Godunov scheme, and
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imply the global existence of weak entropy solutions of (1.16)(1.19). At
the same time we prove the weak solutions to satisfy the boundary condi-
tions in the sense of traces.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 3.2 hold. Then,
(1) The sequence of the approximate solutions vh=(:h , mh , ;h , nh)
has a convergent subsequence, still labeled vh , such that
(:h(x, t), mh(x, t), ;h(x, t), nh(x, t))
 (:(x, t), m(x, t), ;(x, t), n(x, t)) a.e., (4.1)
and there is a constant C(T )>0 such that
0:(x, t), ;(x, t)C,
|m(x, t)|C:(x, t), (4.2)
|n(x, t)|C;(x, t) a.e.
(2) The bounded measurable function v(x, t)=(:(x, t), m(x, t), ;(x, t),
n(x, t)) is an entropy weak solution of (1.16)(1.19), i.e., (:(x, t), m(x, t),
;(x, t), n(x, t)) satisfies (1.20)(1.23) and (1.25).
Proof. From Theorem 3.3, we obtain a convergent subsequence, still
labeled vh , such that
(:h(x, t), mh(x, t), ;h(x, t), nh(x, t))  (:(x, t), m(x, t), ;(x, t), n(x, t)) a.e.
Clearly, 0:(x, t), ;(x, t)C, |m(x, t)|C:(x, t), and |n(x, t)|C;(x, t)
a.e.
For every function  # C(I T) satisfying (x, T )=0, and (0, t)=



















| (mh&m h) x dx dt. (4.5)
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For 53<#: , #;2, using Ho lder’s inequality, (3.1), and the fact that :
i
j is
the average value of :h on cell (xj&1 , x j), we have





i& ij ) dx }











h12 &&C 1 \:i, j | |x&xj | dx+
12







Ch12 &&C1  0, as h  0. (4.6)
For #: , #;>2, by (3.13), we have





i& ij ) dx }
:
i, j
| |i& ij | |: ih&: ij | dx
h &&C 1 :
i, j
| |: ih&: ij | dx
Ch1#: &&C 1  0, as h  0. (4.7)
It follows from the uniform bound of v:h that
R:()= }:i, j |
ti+1
ti






















| \ |m h | (1&e&t&ti {)+: h |
t
ti






| \C$ |t&t i |{ +C${(1&e&(t&ti ){)+ |x | dx dt






|x | dx dt
Ch &&C1  0, as h  0. (4.8)
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Then, (4.6)(4.8) imply that
lim








:h  dx&=0. (4.9)









:0(x)  dx=0. (4.10)
For every function  # C1(I T) satisfying (0, t)=(1, t)=0 for t0 and
















:)=m2:+:#: #: and V :2(v












































h)) ] dx dt. (4.13)



























_\ |m h |{ +C$: h+ k dx dt
Ch &&C 1  0, as h  0, (4.14)
where % # [0, 1].
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We decompose A:() into three parts,


























For A:1() and A
:
2(), by Lemma 3.1, we have, for
5
3<#:2,





i& ij ) dx }
C$ :
i, j
| (i& ij )2 dx+
12













C$h12 &&C1 \N0 :j | |x&xj | dx+
12
(C$ &qi &+C$)
Ch12 &&C 1  0, as h  0, (4.16)










e&ti&s{ 10 Gx ( : h




For #:>2, from Lemma 3.6, we have





i& ij ) dx }
:
i, j
| \ |2i |+|m ih&m ij | ) |i& ij | dx
h &&C 1 (C$+C$h(1#:)&1)


















h(!, s)&D(!)) d! ds,










|(x, t)& i |
|t&ti |
k+ dx dt
Ch &&C 1  0, as h  0. (4.18)
By Lemma 2.4, Lemma 2.5, and Lemma 2.1, we have
|A:3()|= }:i, j 
i






h )) dx dt }
C && :
i, j


















=h dt (by Lemma 2.5)
C= && , (4.19)
where =>0 is an arbitrarily small constant.
It follows from (4.14)(4.19) that
lim






































{ +  dx dt+|t=0 m0(x)  dx=0.
(4.21)
We can similarly get (1.22)(1.23).
For every weak and convex entropy pair (’, q) and every nonnegative








(’(vh)  t+q(vh)  x) dx dt=A( )+R( )+7( )+S( ), (4.22)
where A( ), R( ), 7( ), and S( ) are similar to those of (3.15).
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 ij | (v ih&v ij )T {2’(! ij)(v ih&v ij) dx
+:
i, j
| (’(v ih)&’(v ij))( i& ij ) dx
:
i, j
| (’(v ih)&’(v ij ))( i& ij ) dx
{






<#: , #;2 ,
&C(hl&12+hl+(1#: )&1+hl+(1#; )&1) & &Cl0 ,
max {1& 1#: , 1&
1
#;=<l<1, #: , #;>2.
(4.24)
As in (3.28), we have
S()&Ch & &H 10 . (4.25)



















h(!, s)&D(!)) d! ds, t i&1t<ti ,
nh(x, t)=n h












h(!, s)&D(!)) d! ds, t i&1t<ti ,
















h(!, s)&D(!)) d! ds }
+
1











































































































h(!, s)&D(!)) d! ds
&m ih(1&e



















h(!, s)&D(!)) d! ds
+n ih(1&e
&k{)&  i+ dx. (4.26)
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h(!, s)&D(!)) d! ds
+n ih(1&e










&Chl+(1max[#: , #;])&1(& &C l0 (h
12&(1max[#: , #; ]+h(1#: )&(1max[#: , #; ]
+h(1#;)&(1max[#: , #; ])+(1+& &H 10) h
2&l&(1max[#: , #;])),
max {1& 1#: , 1&
1
#; =<l<1, #: , #;>2. (4.27)
As [51], letting h  0 in (4.27) and using the fact that vh  v a.e., we



























This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. K
Now we turn to the boundary conditions of weak solutions.
Let v(x, t)=(:(x, t), m(x, t), ;(x, t), n(x, t)) be a weak solution of
(1.16)(1.19) obtained in Theorem 4.1.
We introduce the generalized function B: C 10(R
2)  R2 as follows: for








(vt+ f (v) x+F) dx dt,






























We take ‘0 , ‘T , ’0 , ’1 # C 10(R) with
‘0(0)=1, ‘0(T)=0; ‘T (0)=0, ‘T (T)=1;
’0(0)=1, ’0(1)=0; ’1(0)=0, ’1(1)=1.
For any / # C 10(R), we define the generalized functions,
vC( } , 0)(/)=B(/ } ‘0)&/(0) B(’0 } ‘0)&/(1) B(’1 } ‘0),
vC( } , T )(/)=&B(/ } ‘T)+/(0) B(’0 } ‘T)+/(1) B(’1 } ‘T),
f C(v)(0, } )(/)=B(’0 } /),
f C(v)(1, } )(/)=&B(’1 } /),
where (/ } ‘0)(x, t)=/(x) ‘0(t) and so on mean the tensor product.
Then we can define the trace of v along the segments (0, 1)_[0] and
(0, 1)_[T], and the trace of f (v) along the segments [0]_(0, T ) and
[1]_(0, T ), respectively, as vC( } , 0), vC( } , T ), f C(v)(0, } ), f C(v)(1, } ).
Similarly, for any t # (0, T ), we also can define vC( } , t) as the trace of v
along the segment (0, 1)_[t]. For any x # (0, 1), define f C(v)(x, } ) as the
trace of f (v) along the segment [x]_(0, T ).
It is similar to [19], we have
Lemma 4.1. Let v be a weak solution of (1.16)(1.19). Then
vC( } , 0)| (0, 1) , vC( } , T)| (0, 1) # Lloc(0, 1);
f C(v)(0, } )| (0, T) , f C(v)(1, } )| (0, T) # Lloc(0, T),












vC(x, T ) (x, T) dx&|
1
0




f C(v)(1, t) (1, t)&|
T
0
f C(v)(0, t) (0, t) dt. (4.29)
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Theorem 4.2. Let vh(x, t)=(:h(x, t), mh(x, t), ;h(x, t), nh(x, t)) be the
approximate solutions of (1.16)(1.19) constructed in Section 2 and v(x, t)=
(:(x, t), m(x, t), ;(x, t), n(x, t)) is the limit function of vh as h  0. Then
v(x, t) satisfies the initial-boundary conditions,
mC(0, t)=mC(1, t)=0, t # (0, T )
(4.30)
nC(0, t)=nC(1, t)=0, t # (0, T )
vC(x, 0)=vo(x), x # (0, 1) (4.31)
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 4.1, is easy to get, for any
 # C 10(R
2), that
lim




















:0(x)  dx& lim
h  0 |t=T :h dx=0.
(4.32)




:C(x, T ) (x, T ) dx&|
1
0




mC(1, t) (1, t)&|
T
0
mC(0, t) (0, t) dt& lim




\(x, 0) (x, 0) dx=0.
Take (x, t)=‘(x) /(t) # C 10(R
2) with ‘, / # C 10(R), and /(0)=1, ‘(1)=








which implies :C(x, 0)=:0(x) on (0, 1).
Similarly, holds that mC(x, 0)=m0(x), ;C(x, 0)=;0(x), and nC(x, 0)=
n0(x) on (0, 1).
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Take (x, t)=‘(x) /(t) # C 10(R
2), ‘, / # C 10(R), /(T )=/(0)=0, ‘(0)=1,




mC(0, t) /(t) dt=0.
Thus mC(0, t)=0 on (0, T). It is similar to show that mC(1, t)=0, nC(1, t)=0,
nC(0, t)=0 on (0, T ). This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2. K
5. RELAXATION LIMITS
In this section we deal with the relaxation limit of entropy weak solu-
tions of (1.16)(1.19) as {  0. By making the change of the scale t= s{ , we






















Gx(:{(!, s)&;{(!, s)&D(!)) d!&n{, (5.4)
where






m \x, s{+ , n{(x, s)=
1
{
n \x, s{+ . (5.6)
From [50], we have the following div-curl lemma.
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Lemma 5.1 (div-curl Lemma). Given two sequences [U {] and [V {]
uniformly bounded in L2loc and assume that [div U
{] and [curl V {] belong to
a bounded set of L2loc independent of {. Then U
{ } V { ( U } V in D$, where
U=w&lim U { and V=w&lim V {.
Lemma 5.2. Let (:{, m{, ;{, n{) be the entropy solutions of (5.1)(5.4).


















dx dtC(T ), (5.7)
&{:{&L ([0, 1]_[0, T])+&{;{&L ([0, 1]_[0, T])C(T ), (5.8)
&{3m{&L ([0, 1]_[0, T])+&{3n{&L ([0, 1]_[0, T])C(T ), (5.9)
where { satisfies (1.8)
Proof. It is easy to get (5.8) and (5.9) from Theorem 4.1. We prove
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;{ + (x, s) dx,
F(s)= f \s{+ .
Then, in view of (5.11), we get
dF
ds























,(s) ds 14 (C$ - T+- (C$)2 T+4F(0))2.
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.2. K
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From Lemma 5.2, can be shown there exist :~ , ; , p~ , and q~ being in
L([0, 1]_[0, T]) such that
p~ =wC&lim p({:{), q~ =wC&lim q({;{) as {  0, (5.13)
:~ =wC&lim {:{, ; =wC&lim {;{ as {  0, (5.14)
Now we give a key result in this section.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose #: , #;2. Then
p~ = p(:~ ), q~ =q(; ), (5.15)
{:{p({:{) ( :~ p(:~ ), {;{q({;{) ( ; q(; ), as {  0 in D$, (5.16)


















Gx({:{(!, s)&{;{(!, s)&{D(!)) d!&{2n{. (5.20)
We define
U {:=[{:
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From (5.1) and (5.3) we get div U {:=0 and div U
{
;=0 which lead to the




loc . According to Lemma 5.2,
one can get





C(T ) independent of {, (5.23)





C(T ) independent of {, (5.24)
which imply
&U {:&L2 ([0, 1]_[0, T]) , &U {;&L2([0, 1]_[0, T])C(T ), (5.25)
and that there exist functions m~ , n~ and :~ , ; being in L2([0, 1]_[0, T])
such that
{12m{ ( m~ , {12n{ ( n~ in L2([0, 1]_[0, T]), (5.26)
{:{ ( :~ , {;{ ( ; in L2([0, 1]_[0, T]). (5.27)
As far as V {: and V
{
; are concerned, we have
&curl V {:&L2([0, 1]_[0, T])="{:{ |
1
0
Gx({:{&{;{&{D) d!&{2m{"L2([0, 1]_[0, T])
C(T),
(5.28)
&curl V {;&L2([0, 1]_[0, T])="{;{ |
1
0
Gx({:{&{;{&{D) d!+{2n{"L2([0, 1]_[0, T])
C(T).
On the other hand, by means of Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 5.1, we get
"{4 (m
{)2
:{ "L2 ([0, 1]_[0, T]){ "{2
m{
:{ "L ([0, 1]_[0, T]) &{m{&L2 ([0, 1]_[0, T]) ,





;{ "L2 ([0, 1]_[0, T]){ "{2
n{
;{"L ([0, 1]_[0, T]) &{n{&L2([0, 1]_[0, T]) ,
C(T ) { (5.30)
which mean that
&V {:&L2 ([0, 1]_[0, T]) , &V
{
;&L2 ([0, 1]_[0, T])C(T ). (5.31)
Thus, we can show
V {: ( [/: , 0], V
{
; ( [/; , 0]. (5.32)
By (5.13), (5.29), and (5.30), we get /:=&p~ , /;=&q~ . Making use of
Lemma 5.1, we finally obtain
U {: } V
{
:=&{:
{p({:{) ( U: } V:=&p~ :~ in D$,
U {; } V
{
;=&{;
{q({;{) ( U; } V;=&q~ ; in D$.
By Minty’s monotonicity arguments [29] we obtain (5.15).























{, {m{], U {;=[{;
{, {n{] (5.37)










&q({;{), {2+#; n{= .
As done in the case of #: , #;=2, we can get what we want. This completes
the proof of Lemma 5.3. K
Lemma 5.4. Let p, q # C2(R) be such that p", q">0. Let [:{, ;{] be any
sequence of L, such that
p(:{) ( p(:) in L weak C, (5.39)
q(;{) ( q(;) in L weak C, (5.40)
where :=weak C&lim :{, ;=weak C&lim ;{ as {  0. Then :{  :,
;{  ; in L ploc strongly for all p # (1, ).
The proof of Lemma 5.4 is the same as the Proposition 4.3 of [33]. Now
we are in a position to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.1 Assume that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 hold. Let
(:{, m{, ;{, n{) be the sequence of solutions of (5.1)(5.4). Then there exist
:~ , ; # L and m~ , n~ # L2 such that
{:{  :~ , {;{  ; a.e. as {  0, (5.41)
{12m{ ( m~ , {12n{ ( n~ as {  0 in D$. (5.42)
The limit function (:~ , m~ , ; , n~ ) satisfies the simplified drift-diffusion equation,
for #: , #;=2,








Gx(x, !)(:~ (!, s)&; (!, s)) d!, (5.45)
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and for #: , #;>2,
:~ s=0, ; s=0, (5.46)
p(:~ )x=0, q(; )x=0, (5.47)
in the sense of distributions.
From the dominated convergence theorem, Theorem 4.1, and Lemma
5.4, it is easy to get the proof of Theorem 5.1.
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